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I. THE PLIGlIT OF THE YOUNG GENERATION 
THAT fearless fighter and great hero in the struggle again t 
f asciem, the man whose name inspired the youth of all nations 
in the dark dungeons and concentration camps, the man whose 
valiant stand won the love and respect of the Communist, Socialist 
and non-party youth. Comrade Georgi Dimitroff, the renowned 
helm man of the Communist International, unfolded a program 
at the World Congress of the Comintern which can free mankind 
from fascism, from the danger of war, from starvation and misery. 
He unfolded a program which points the way toward the 
r tablishment of a united froni and the unity of the working 
class, towards the rallying of all the forces of the toiling people 
in one mighty anti-/asci3t people'! /ronJ. 
Comrade Dimitroff showed the younger generation the way 
toward unification of all the forces of the ~fasci!t mass organ· 
ization of the youth for the struggle against fascism, against un-
paralleled oppression and militarization of the you~ for the 
economic and cultural rights of the younger generation in all 
capitalist countries. 
It is with pride that we undertake the duty of fulfilling the 
tasks pointed out by Comrade Dimitroff for the youth because we 
are convinced that these coincide with the interests and desires of 
the younger generation. 
We are a congress of the youth. It is the youth itself which 
peaks here about its fate and sufferings; which devises here the 
ways through which the millions of toilers of all countries will 
work for their emancipation. 
A cry of suJf ering, of hopelessn .and indignation is heard in 
all countries where capitalist exploitation dominates. It is the cry 
of the younger generation. 
It was but yesterday that the poets, writers and the people 
themselves sang the songs of a happy youth. A picture of the 
s 
beauty of labor llDd of a ro y fulure wa painted for the youth. 
That wa at the tim when capitali m wa prosperou . Although 
exploitation of man by man e:xi ted. although there were hard 
tim for the work r even then, ther wer still large section of 
th youth engaged in production. Tb r w work. ew factories 
were being opened. School were being establi b d and there were 
openings for teach r . There wa an urg to learn. Th youth had 
rtain access to and freedom in athl tic and cultural activities. 
Youth organizations w re being t up. Technique and science 
drew the youth. 
The younger generation dreamed of a happy future and was 
ore of a place in life. The youth learned trades became killtxl 
workers, technician engineer doctors, scienti ts. 
But what is the ituation today? 
Dreams Destroyed 
Those days of ore are boooming no mor than memories in 
the capitalist world. 
The doors of man fa tori remain closed for the youth. Mines 
are at a tandstill. Many port have been converted into "grave· 
yards" for ship . Invention are not being accepted. The number 
of &ehools i diminishing. Foodstuffs are being destroyed. We live 
in a world which stand on its head in which abundance CBUlleS 
starvation. 
The younger generation. of the present daty, with the ezception 
of the pampared children of the millimwires and manufacwren, 
are experiencing a pain.fu-l tragedy. Young men and women, full 
of creative energy and the desire to do thing , are condemned to 
idleness. They want lo work, they want to learn, to d velop 
technique, to advanc cultur to ser,·e their people and place all 
their energy at the service of progre . But all of these a pitations 
and hopes are reduced to nought by grim reality. 
The youth are being forced out of the proce of production 
more and more in man of the highly d veloped capitalist coun· 
tri . The unemployed and hom 1 army of the youth is running 
into the millions. In America alone over five million young men 
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and women under the ag of tw nt .four 
section of the youth i ari ing which in thi a 
vanced technique has never work d has nev r n th in ·de of 
a factory and has no hop of ver finding employm nt. lo real 
Britain out of 51,834 un mployed outh h tween th ag of 
ixteen and seventeen, 44,455 have nev r worked anywhere. Even 
hourgeoi politician have to admit that there are districts in 
England one-third of whose young people ne er had a joh. Un· 
employment ha frightful con qu nee for the va t majority of 
the younger generation. 
"I have literall nothing. The coat and trousers I daily 1\'e&l' 
hav lo be worn also on Sundays. It is the cloth that my father 
still has left that I am wearing. Now and then they boy me a 
pair or second-hand shoes. As to food, we n ver l f h bread. 
Mother says old bread it cheaper." 
Th few words are the indictment of one of the many mil· 
Ii n of unemployed youth, who uffer the sam.e fate. 
Th desire to learn a trad remains unfulfilled for an ever· 
larger section of the youth. Vocational school are closing. A. 
trade, the worker's pride, is denied the youth. Youth are being 
turn d into regular slaves of th machine in the rationalized facto-
ri left without a trade without any lf-r pect. 
Ravaged by Sickness 
Talented and gifted youth capable of rendering gr at rvice 
lo mankind are ruined and ca t a ide without compunction. That, 
however, i only one ide of the tragedy of the younger generation. 
Unemploym nt has a dreadful effect al o on their health and phys· 
ical development Why are there so many youth affected by 
epidemics, tuberculo is and other disea ? Why i the mortality 
rate o high among them? Becau e th ir bodies are emaciat d and 
tarved and cannot withstand the attack of di se. 
Hundreds of thousand of them walk the stree without any 
re t, in quest of bread and the means of livelihood. Others live in 
unhealthy basements, spend their nights under bridges. Young 
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-girl are the victims of prostitution. In Tokyo alone, 70 per cent 
of the unr gistered prostitute are according to police records, 
former factory worker . According to the Salvation Army figures, 
there are about one million such prostitutes in Japan. These youth 
are deprived of the opportunity to lead a cultural life, to enjoy 
pl a ure, to get an education. 
In many countries, the libraries, where the youth might get 
ccess to the treasures of science, are closed to them. The only 
literature they have acce to is the vulgar literature of the street. 
Teachers are being dismissed. The quality of teaching is deterior-
.ating. The number of students i being re tricted. The charges for 
:schooling are increasing. 
Destitution and de pair axe pitilessly stifling the youth. The 
fate of the youth has become one of the most burning issues of our 
times and upon it depend the fate of the people. 
What u to be done, how is life to go on? This is the great 
riddle for millions of the youth. Here i wha.t a discharged soldier 
tell us: 
"I am twenty-four yeara old. In 1931, I was unemployed after 
having &erved one ye111 in the army. They know how to draft 
people into the army, but no one cares about finding work again 
!or them later. One lo- all oourage. I thought of leaving th.it 
place. I wanted to sign up for colonial senice in Indonesia.. But 
IOOD I deteated my.elf for it." 
Youth Desert Capitalise Ship 
But d p rat thou h ·oun p pl ma he and no matter 
bow miserable their living conditions, the younger generation does 
not want to he a d.ying generation . The youth want to live, to 
work and fight, they want to advance, to make the world more 
heautiiul and to ti fy th ir thirst for knowledge. The -youth 
regard the old world with di tr t. They doubt more and more 
the "eternal" wi dom of the old bourgeois parties. They cease to 
believe in them. The bourgeoi ie see and understand this very 
well. 
In place of the old rott n partie new and more reactionary 
8 
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hourgeoi parties are appearing, who agents parade in new 
glittering uniforms. Corrupt windbag , phraaemongers, eloquent 
peaker prattle about vital qu tion of the youth. They are try· 
ing to show that they are the new and the only aviors of the youth. 
They widely adverti their program make big promi and 
demagogically condemn the old world. Who ar they? They are 
the fascistJ. 
F~m Tries to Deceive the Y oulh 
What i fascism? Fasci m parade hypocriti,cal/;y behind the 
mask of the youth. It introduces itself as a movement created by 
and for the youth. It advances seductive Jogans: 
"We are a tale of the youth! We are a government of the 
youth! We are a party of the youth! We build aociallsm for the 
youth! We arc the youth in awakening!" 
With reckless cynicism and chicanery th fascists utilize the 
noblest and mo t beautiful feeling of the youth for their own 
ends. Th love for their home, their language and culture, their 
urge for action, their pirit of comrad hip, their desire for free-
dom th ·r respect for the traditions of their for fathers their 
aruci ty to work and rve their people these are all skillfully 
manipulated by the fasci ts who want to place them at the service 
. of th bourgeoisie. "We alon bring you ocial emancipation," 
say the fasci ts. 
They promise work to young urntmployed. They promise 
hjgher wag to the youn.g workers. To the young pea.3ant3 the 
promi land. They promise a nice hom and family bappin 
to the young girls and offer promise of advancem nt and a happy 
future to all youth. But grim and unrelenting rea1ity gives the He 
to all the promises. ever in hi tory wa the youth o shame· 
1 ly d iv d never were their hopes hattered so as by th 
fasci ts. 
Fascism is a movement of the moribund old world. Fasci m i 
lr) · n~ to radicate all that i youthful and r volutionary and rep-
9 
r n and d f nd by mo t brutal mean f t rror v rythin;::: 
that driv tbe outh int mi ry and de pair. Fa i m i a blood-
tained tool of the bia banker of the manufactureL, war P.rofi-
t r and f uda1 boron . Wh r er fa i m take power it rel nt-
1 1 d prive th outh of i vital riaht and tri to nv rt 
th m int docil la of th old world. 
Hitler Fa.5cism Trample the Youth 
rman r it promi es, how in the 
course of two year th life of the youmrer "eneration ha changed 
and how the G nnan youth h om th mo. t downtroddrn 
youth of the w rid. Hundr d of thou. ands of young boy and 
irl are for fully oust d from the Iactoril': .. The youth ar 
rlriv n out of the ilie out of Lh ulturnl center . Hundr d of 
thousaml ar , oat h d away from th ir trad while an 
larger cti n i d ni d th opportunit to learn a trad . 
mechani lock ·miths, printer turn r rl tor engin r ma· 
chin' t ch r includin.,. girl are torn awa from th ir wor 
by fa ism and turned into lav in th · labor amp . 
Away from th machines awa from technique, awa from 
science into th morn of the labor camp , into the cattle barn 
and the fi lds or the junker and th f udal barons! Th t is what 
fascism doe!' with the outh. 
Larg lion · of th pe anlry hav n made propert I 
and horn I by th fa cist inheritance Jaw. Thi inheritance Jaw 
giv , the first-born on the house and land of bi father, while 
his brother and i ter ar left with nothing. Hat.red and di8cord 
are th.us brought into tlU! peasa:nt family. 
Diaper and washing have been proclaim d by Hit! r at the 
Nuremberg fascist congre as the highe t id al for German girls. 
Women and girl in·Hitlerit Germany have no right to a career. 
They are thrqst ba k into thr po. ition of d p nd nee upon th 
man, which exi ted in the dark ages. The are regarded as second-
.rate p ople. Girl are qual with. ho onl in one respect: they 
are driven in the ame way out of t11 iti , into labor service 
10 
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camp or el sent to lave for big farm r . That i not all. They 
are forced to work in the kitchen of the upper cla a ordinary 
rvants and are left unprotected and exposed to the lusts of their 
ma ters. Thi fasci t "calling" a igned to women leads to prosti-
tution and moral decay. 
A Q11,ota /or Culture 
tudents who regard d themselve as th champion of na-
tional- ocialism and hop d azi ociali m would giv them govem-
m nt po ition , would nable th m to b om teachers, lawy rs, 
doctor , profes or , hav becom thoroughly di illusioned. Their 
cUplomas are mere documents entitling them to be regi tered in 
the unemployed army. It i only the youth of th rich who can 
study. The maximum number of udents ha been fixed by gov-
ernment regulation at 15,000 a year. We hall let th fa ist 
periodical Truth peak for itself. The number of tudents in 
1933-34 was reduced by 50.5 per cent in Kiel, 50.l per cent in 
Erlangen and 49.6 per cent in Leipzig. Th av rage throughout 
the country was reduced by over 50 p r cent. 
The German youth, who inherited r pect and love for culture. 
science, and technique from their fathers, are taught to hate all 
knowledge or kill. It is typical that the feeble-minded ari tocrat, 
Baldur von Schrach, who has been made the lead r of German 
youth, is ranting against know) dge and cultur . In bi book Tiu 
Hitlerite Youth., Its Idea and Coume~, which h , by bi own 
admission, dictated from th first to the last page directly to a 
typi t, he had the audacity to slander the German youth and de-
clare: ''The German youth cherishes no respect for knowledg . It 
respects only the bully." 
The fascist idea of culture found till more barbarou expres-
sion in the word of one of the fasci t gua:rdian of culture, a 
certain Johat, the head of the GerDlBJl tale theatr . In hi drama, 
chlagster, he had one of his fascist heroes exclaim: "When I Mo.r 
the word culture, I reach for my revolver." And thi vage was 
recently publicly rewarded b Goering the Reichstag incencUary. 
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This i not surprising for in Germany, the country famou for its 
poets and thinkers, the fascists make bonfires out of the literary 
and ientific works produced by the greate t minds of the German 
p ople. By employing the mo t bloody instruments of -terror, the 
xecutioner's ax, pri on and concentration camps, fascism tries to 
exterminate physically the best sections of the youth who did not 
and do not believe the false idea of the fasci t hangmen. This i 
the condition of Germany after two years of fascist domination 
.and horror. The situation of the youth is essentially the same in 
all countries where fascism is in power-in Italy, Poland, Bul· 
garia and Yugoslavia. The same fate awaits the youth of all coun-
tries if fascism come to power. 
Fascism Is War 
Such is the "today" which fa cism gives the youth. But still 
more frightful is the "tomorrow", which fascism is seeking to 
bring the youth-imperialist war. Fascism places everything at the 
service of preparation for war. Indu try, science, technique, art, 
literature, the people, young and old, women and children-all 
and everything are subordinated to this one aim. The entire 
nation from the children to the aged, are being militarized. 
German fascism educates the youth in the spirit of boundless 
enmity and chauvinist hatred against all other peoples and races. 
It nurtures the vilest instinct of the youth and preaches an insane 
race theory. 
The horror and death of the la t World War are glori1ied by 
the German, Italian, and Japanese fascist and militari t a the 
highest ideal of youth. 
Hitler fascism is building an impassable barrie~ between itself 
.and all other civilized peoples. It plays its bloody, atrocious game 
gainst all countries bordering on Germany. From the platform of 
the Nuremberg Congress of his party, Hitler openly threatened 
the, Lithuanian peoplt'l with war and urgell the occupation of the 
Memel territory. The irre pon ihle and adventurist Reic~tag in-
<eend.iarie will not hesitate to kindle the .6.re of war in Europe and 
.the whole world. 
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Mussolini recklessly stakes the life and future of tM young 
generation of Italy and drives iJ. into a catastrophic war. He llHJnlS 
to subjlJ&ale Ethiopia, ihe only independent country in. Africa 
and to deprive it of its freedom. 
The fa cis , the mo t reactionary forces of the world, cannot 
bear the fact that one-sixth of the globe, the oviet Union, i 
peacefully engaged in the work of building socialism, that there 
under the wise leadership of our great and beloved Stalin, the 
people, the workers and peasants, govern themselves and the youth 
are the freest and the happiest in the world. The Soviet Union, th 
only country where the well-being of the ma ses is growing, where 
new cultural treasures are created and wonders of technique 
brought into being, where the youth have learned a new kind of 
heroi m, the heroism of labor, where they are educated to re pect 
and love all people of the earth as well a their cultural trea -
ures, the Soviet Union is the mightiest bulwark of peace. It is 
again t thi country that the fasci ts hope to turn their weapons in 
order to throw the world into darkest reaction. 
The Soviet UmoT1r-Bu/,wark of PetU:e 
Whal indescribable misery and uffering will fall upon the 
people if the fa cist warmongers ucceed in carrying out their 
shameful plans! o, that mu t never be! We are inseparably 
bound up with the people of the Soviet Union and their youth. If 
the fasci ts dare to start war again t the oviet Union, the younger 
generation of the world will be on the ide of the latter, in order 
to protect its be t champion, the Soviet Union. 
We, and with us the younger generation of all nation , want 
peace. Fascism tuanls war. Fasci m is the deadly enemy of the 
overwhelming majority of the younger generation. Fascism and 
war, social and cultural decline, menace the younger generation 
of the capitali t countries. 
Millions of youth are asking whether we can prevent fascism, 
whether we can do away with fascism wherever it is already in 
power• whether we can hinder the outbreak of imperiali t war. 
l3 
The Congress of the Young Communist International an wer : 
Do not despair! Do not lose courage! We can! But one thi,ng is 
neces ary for thi , that is the amalgamation and unity of all force 
of the young toiling 1;eneration against fasci.sm, for freedom · 
against war, for peace· against slavery, for our righls. 
If the young generation will traverse this road along ide of 
Lhe toiling people as a whole, it will become an unconquerable 
power in the fight against all its foes. 
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II. B ILD A Ur ITED ·o -PARTY y urH 
ORGANIZATIO FOR OCIALISM 
A Y UTH organization, uniting all the forces of the youlh in 
the truggle against fascism and imperialist war and in d . 
fen e of all their e ential rights, for ocialism- that is what th 
g n ration of working cla • farming and tudent youth in capital-
i t countries require . 
The question ari are th oung ommuni L Lea u 
capable of accelerating the broad united front of all th force 
of th youth if they retain their former cbaract r, if th work 
they formerly did? Our answer to this que tion can only be 
in the negative. 
If we do not change the content. form and meth d of our 
work, we shall not he in a position successfuJly lo serve the 
cause of uniting the forces of the younger generation of youth. 
Th refore, the most important of our tasks is the reorganization 
of our entire work and the transformation of the character of 
the organization affiliated to the Young Communist Interna-
tional. As regards th youth, we have no inter ts apart from or 
contradictory to their interesta, requirements and aim . Th . ir 
intere ts are our intere , their demands are our demand their 
aims are our aims. 
The interests of the a I. majority of th youn.,. g neration ur. 
g ntly require the creation of a non-party, truly m organiza-
tion of the youth, uniting within their ranks not only the Com-
muni ts, but also the Sociali ls and non-party youth, and training 
its members in the spirit of the cla truggle, of prol tarian 
int mationalism, of the truggle for socialism in the pirit of 
arxi m-Leninism. 
In his report to the eventh Congres of the Comintem, om-
rade Dimitroff clearly and accurately pointed out th principal 
weakn of the Young Comm.uni t League. He said: 
lS 
"In a number of capitalist eountriet, ollr Young Communist 
Leagues are still largely sectarian organizations divorced from 
the maeaea. Their /undammlal weakness is that they cue still try· 
inf to CO/>'f the Comnwni.u Part.i.es, their forms Cl1ld TTldhods of 
work, /orgettins that the Y.C.L. is not a Communist Party of the 
youih. They do not sufficiently take into consideration the fact that 
this is an organization having ill own specific lat!ks. lta methods 
and forms of work, of education. and of struggle, muat be adapted 
to the 1peci1ic level and need.s of the youth. 
"Our Young Communiata have given memorable examples of 
heroism in the fight against fascist violence and bourgeois reac-
tion. But they still lack the ahility to win the IIllllllle& of youth 
away from hostile influences by dint of tubbom, concrete work." 
In his greeting to our Congres Comrade Dimitroff id: 
"The entire anti-fascist youth i inter Led in uniting and organ-
izing its force. Therefore you, comrades, must find such ways, 
such forms and methods of work as will assure the formation, 
in the capitali t countries, of a new type of mass youth organiza-
tions, to which no vital inter t of the toiling youth will he alien, 
organization which without cop~ing the Party, will light for all 
the interests of the youth, will bring up the youth in the spirit 
of the c1 truggle, of pro) t.arian internationalism, in the pirit 
of farxism-Leninism." 
Broaden the Content of Y.C.L. Work 
Consider th e words seriou ly. Examine more closely the life 
of our organizations and you will understand that it i not po -
sihle to go on working for Jong in the way many of our organ-
izations are now working. 
We are attempting to achieve a radical transformation of all 
the work of our Leagues. 
The first thing we must transform is the content of the work 
of the Young Communist Leagues. The desire to copy the Parties 
and, more than that, in all activities to orientate ourselves onlr 
on abstract politics is characteristic of all our Leagues. The weak: 
ide of the policy and life of our Leagues consist5 of the fact 
that they are not adapted to the tasks which face youth organiza-
tions and to the concrete ]eve] and demands of the youth. It · 
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a very great evil that our Leagues have been given to Left 
• phraseology; that they have thus cut themselves off from the 
life of the youth without realizing it. They attempted to create 
a Communist youth party and schematically to copy the work of 
the Party. The majority of the Leagues have unfortunately not 
yet understood or grasped the fact that the Y outk League is an 
educational organizalion of the youth. 
What does that mean? Look at the youth! 
One of its most characteristic features consists in the fact that 
it wants to learn and develop, that it wants to receive a clear 
and simple answer to the questions which agitate it and confront 
it The youth wants to form itseli ideologically. lt comes to our 
organizations with much unclarity and mistakes, ideologically 
immature. After heavy daily work it wants to relax, it seek rest 
and comradely community. 
We, comrades, must aaept this youth just as it is, with al,l it.s 
living diversificadon, and not academically; we must educate ~ 
as teachers do. We mu.5' not try to make everyone con/ orm to one· 
pattern, for we are dealing with different. .strata of youlh. 
As a rule those political questions which are discussed in the-
Party, in the Central Committee and in the local organizations 
are likewise discussed in the local and especially in the leading 
organizations of the Young Communist Leagues. 
Usually the Young Communist Leagues attempt to conduct th · 
same political campaigns and to carry out the same actions 
which are organized ·and conducted by the Communist Partie 
not taking into account the special interests and desires of the· 
youth. 
Many Young Communist Leagues have become peculiar, polit· 
ically sectarian youth organization . Their internal life is filled 
with endless political discu sions and conferences. They often 
deprive their member of the possibility of tudying, amusing 
themselve , and living the way the youth normally live. Their 
language abounds with memorized and stereotyped Communist 
formulas and slogans. That i why our organization Li e a life 
separate from that of the broad masses of youth. 
The unemployed youth is interested in question · of relief.. 
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lodgings, meal , of how to get a pair of shoes or a shirt. Both 
the working and the unemployed youth are interested in regular• 
athletic activities and the que tion of how to utilize free time, 
in the improvement of their living conditions, in helping their 
familie . But in many of our organizations the entire attention 
of our members is focused on how the latest circular or resolu-
tion of the Central Committee should be understood, and if 
there is no such circular or resolution our lower organization 
do not know what to do. "Enough has already been said of poli-
tics· no new campaign is being sponsored, consequently there i 
nothing to do." None of this is an exaggeration, for our local 
organizations in almost all countries are formed on the same pat-
tern and hear the same character-the character of narrow circles 
which in most cases occupy themselves with abstract politics. 
The objection may be made against me--"We have treet 
units, local groups, and factory units." All that is true, but the 
fact remains that the internal life of the difFerent local groups 
the street and factory units, is always the same. 
These- political circles bear different nam , but e ntiall 
th y are 9ne and the same. 
As a ntle they are very narrow and the member of th 
organizations meet to discu the late t political problems. Only 
seldom do they meet in order to work out and adopt measure 
which would help them to organize the cultural life of the youth. 
Some of our comrades ask themselves these disturbing que -
lions: We are more revolutionary than all other youth organ-
izations, we are for the interests of the laboring youth we are 
against capitalism and for socialism, we are for the general line 
of the Comintern, we wage a constant struggle against oppor-
tunism; neverthele the youth do not com to u Why? But 
o far it ha never occurred to anyone to a k tbe youth itself 
what it thinks of the work of the Young Communist League why 
it doe not join the League, under what condition it would join 
tbe League. At the same time, our comrades approach th youth 
with ready-made chemes or adopt resolutions where they peak 
of relentless truggle on the Right and Left against sectariani m 
xpecting that after that a change will start. The situation will 
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not change, comrad , if in the future, a up till now, we concetn 
our Ives onlr with abstract politics, if we copy the Party and 
place before the youth who are drawn to us th ery me de· 
mands that are placed before Party members. 
Demands Made Upon Youth Are Too Great 
What do we require today of a young worker entering the 
Youth League, or of an unemployed youth or a young peasant 
or girl in Germany, South America, Africa or Australia? They 
are required to accept the dictatorship of the proletariat, to accept 
oviet Power, to accept the necessity for transforming imperialist 
war into civil war, to accept the correctness of the gen ra1 line, 
the relentle struggle against opportunism. It may be protested 
that this is not so. The fact is, however, that of those youth who 
come to us ready for truggle, we make demand which are so 
high that they are completely out of keeping with their level of 
political development and maturity. 
If we ask a Y.C.L.'er, "What is th difference between you 
and a Party member", he will he unable to answer. The leading 
comrad who head the di trict, section, and local organization 
are not Party member . But if you ask these comrades why they 
do not join the Party, they will answer you that they are carry· 
ing out Party work, that they consider themselves Party members, 
and that sooner or later they will be transferred to the Party. 
It i true that the overwhelming majority of our leading cadr 
of youth sooner or later go over to Party work. But it is alread 
high time to realize the specific character of youth organization 
and not place the Youth Leagues on the same level a the Party. 
Our comrades who head th youth organization must clear! 
under tand that through the elf orts to create a Communi t Part 
of th youth, they are cutting themselves off from the outh. 
Reconstruction 
The Young Communist League is not yet a ma organization 
m a ingle capitalist country. Even in countrie like France or 
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America, although the Youth Leagues there take an active part 
in the wiited front movement and increase their prestige among 
the youth, they have nevertheles remained small organization 
up to the present. All this raises in the keenest manner before 
u the ta k of changing the character of our Leagues in capitalist 
countries and of bringing about their radical reconstruction. 
Trus reconstruction will only be succes fol when all the mem-
ber of our League are drawn into this work, when the widest 
democracy is applied and the most extensive initiative developed, 
when this work is conducted in such a way that the actual de-
mands of life itself are considered. 
It would be a mistake to think that the Leagues are 
capable of changing their nature, of proceeding to some new 
forms of work by themselves, without the participation of the 
youth. The youth themselves must build up their organizations, 
the members of the youth organnations themselves must deter· 
mine the nature, tasks, forms and methods of their work on the 
ha is of the widest democracy, because this is their organization. 
Only wider such conditions can the youth organization become 
strong and successfully develop. 
In places where the youth receive command from above, 
where the democratic solution of all questions is done away with 
in this manner, in places where it is forgotten that example and 
conviction play a tremendous role in the education of the youth, 
in such places the organizations are doomed to isolation from 
the masses, to a sectarian existence. Does this mean that we aban-
don politics? No. We abandon sectarian. politics and ·we want to 
do away with that. But we are in favor of forming Leagues 
in which the youth "learn, orgaaize and fight for the vital inter-
ests of the working class, where they educate themselves in the 
pirit of truggle for freedom, against reaction, against fascism 
and imperiali t war, and for ocialisrn" a our draft resolution 
say. 
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The Needs and Desires o/ llu! Yor.Uh. 
All the work of the Youth League must correspond to the 
peci6c feature to the \'ital interests and traditions of the 
younger generation of toiler in each country. The next task, then, 
is to build up the work of each organizational unit and of the 
League a a whole in uch a way that it will correspond to the 
various healthy needs and de ires of the youth. The cultural, 
economic, political, prof es ional inter ts, in short all the inter· 
ts of the youth must d termine the content of the work and 
the life of the youth organization . This means that we must 
give a youth character to the life of the Leagues, that the youth 
mu t regard the Young Communist Leagues as organizations which 
are close to them and which understand them. 
This is only possible if we inspire the youth to study the 
principles of r volutionary proletarian theory, the theory which 
i already in practice in one· ixth of the globe, in the Soviet 
Union, the theory which arm the youna toilers in their fight 
against capitalism. This assists the youth and makes it possible 
for them to carry on a ucce ful fight for their interests, for 
fr dom, against fascism. 
ince the basic ta k of the Leagu is to educate the youth in 
th pirit of proletarian internationalism, to draw them into the 
truggle for freedom, for ocialism, since the work must not be 
limit d to politics alone, but allow for all the vital interests of 
the youth, then thi League must be a m<Us league, the doors of 
which are wide open for all the youth who lwnutly and lO')'ally 
wish lo take part in its work. 
Hon t and loyal cooperation is the fundamental demand 
which must be presented to all the youth who join the League. 
Thi mean that there is no place in these organizations for the 
en mies of freedom, for the agents of fascism, for the enemi 
of the toiling youth and the opponents of unity. 
Varied Forms of Organization 
But can the Y oulh Leagues become mass organizations of the 
toiling youth, can they really educate it if they maintain their 
present organizational structure as political circles under the 
name of "units"? No. These organizational forms cannot bring 
the desired resulL All members of the youth organization mu t 
be given the possibility of carrying on their activity in accordance 
with their wishes; this calls for varied organizational form , 
club , branches, groups, circles, courses for political education, 
ci:onomic organizations, group of unemployed and farm youth, 
of young women and students. 
uch organizations and groups should not be regarded as 
omething subsidiary and of minor importance in the life of our 
Leagues, as was the case up to the present. 
They must not be simply "subsidiary" and "auxiliary organ· 
izations" or "transmission belts" as they have been hitherto, but 
they must be the f ormJ of our Y outb Leagues themselves. 
It follows from this that the forms of organization cannot be 
the same for all countries, regions, towns, factories, villages and 
schools. 
Organizational recon truction is one of the prerequi ites for 
changing the content of our work. Thus, the questions of the sy . 
t m of leadership and the question of cadres, leading people, 
present themselves in a new manner. It is impossible to lead a 
youth league which contains various kinds of club , circle , rural 
groups, group of women and unemployed, by means of standard 
circulars. We mu t make a concrete approach to such organiza· 
lions and give them practical assistance in their work. In thi 
connection we must develop leaders who are popular among the 
youth and are capable of organizing them. Every support mu t 
be given to such leading comrades. The reorganization of our 
work requires that we keenly under tand the que tions which 
affect the youth, that we take an attentive and olicitou attitude 
to the development of new leading comrade 
In other words, we must once and for all root out the oull 
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bureaucracy ' hich has uch a harmful inAuence on th youth 
movem nt. 
ConnectionJ With the Commun~t Parties 
The Youth Leagues can only carry out their ta · successfully 
if lhey are linked up with the revolutionary proletariat, becau 
the older comrades in the struggle have valuable experience. Th 
outh must learn by this experience. The Communist Parties and 
the Communist International unite in themselves thi extremely 
rich experience, th e les ons which make the liberation of the 
toiling people po ible, embodied in the theory of Marx-Engels-
Lenin-Stalin. 
This thory has shown its correctne~ in the face of the chaos 
and anarchy pervading the old dyin,g copitali.st world. This theory 
eruured vict.ory on one-sixth of ehe globe. Under the leader hip 
of the immortal Lenin ond the great talin, the povertty.slricken. 
and backward tsaris' Ruuia has been converted in.lo a. highly 
developed counlry, a counlry of advanced culture, the freest coun-
try in the world, with. a happy people and a. fortunate youth. 
In the interests of the youth and of the Youth Leagues, the 
closest contacts must therefore be aet up with the Communi t 
Parties. It is, hence, a m t important task for all the Party 
members who work in the Youth League to make clear day by 
day the role and ignificance of the Party, its basic aims and 
tasks. It is their work to convince all Y.C.L.'ers of the necessity 
to maintain con tant connection with the Communist Party, be-
cause the Communist Party is the revolutionary vanguard of the 
proletariat. Young Party members must convince all the mem-
bers of the youth organization that it is necessary to give active 
upport to all measures which the Party advances and conducts. 
upport for these measures mean participation in the truggle 
of the working clas.s. The Communist Parties should give the 
best po ible cadres for work among the youth, and work untir-
ingly for uniting th youth on the basis of their inter and for 
educating them in a revolutionary spirit. 
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Reconstruction of International 
The recon truction of the Youth Leagues therefore means the 
reconstruction of the Young Communi t International a a whol 
.and its ystem of leadership. 
At this Si:ah World Congress, we must seriowly condder 
.the quation of the program an.d swtutes of the Yo~ Commu-
ni3t lnternntionnl. This does not mean. Ui.at we want to open a 
discussion w our Congress on the principles governing our aim.s 
and tasks. There are no grounds for w to revise and alter the 
principles in ou.r program. TM basis of our program UIG$ and 
remairu revolu:ionary Mar:dst-Leninist theory. 
Thi program wa worked out and adopted at the Fifth W rid 
Congr of the Young Communist International in 1928. Th 
international situation, the relationship of class force in vaciou 
countri and throughout the world bave changed since then. 
Moreover, the final and u:nahakable victory of ~e Soviet Union 
plays a deci ive role in this changed ituation. During tbi period 
the economic and political situation of the broad masses of youth 
in capitalist countries has changed greatly. Actually, the Socialist 
youth are breaking with r formism. Owing to exp riences in joint 
truggle, the que tion of uniting the Socialist and Communist 
youth has been put on the order of the day in many countries. 
The urge for unity among anti-fasci t youth grows daily. Taking 
this into account, we must make suitable changes in our program. 
It seems to me that we must thus widen the conditions of ac-
ceptance into the Young Communist International so that not only 
Communist youth organizations can join it, but Socialist, national 
emancipatory, nationel revolutiooary and anti·fasci t youth organ· 
izations which base themselves on intemetional cooperation. 
The widelt democracy must prevail in all the work and in the 
character of the Young Communist lnternnlionaL and the Youth 
Leaguel afjiliated to it. 
Thus, we must reorganize I.he internal life of the Young Co.m· 
muni t International o that the youth organizations afliliated to 
it 'Will have th gr test independence in olving all their inter· 
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nal organizational nd political que tion . This makes great 
demands on the leaders of the Y.C.I. They must give assi lance 
and ad ice to the Leagues, pass on the experience of indi-
vidual Leagu to all the other Leagues and work untiringly to 
trengthen and widen international cooperation with the youth 
organization . This al o mean,,s that the leading Young Commu-
nist cadre of the Leagues must display considerably greater 
initiative and independence in their work, not forgetting, however, 
that the· Le~ues are organizatioru:dly independent youth organ· 
ization . 
III. FOR THE UNITY 0 THE WORKI G CLAS Y UTH 
COMRADE , in setting ourselves the task of unifying the forces of the working clas youth, it stand to rea on that our first 
call mu.st be dir cted to the Socialist youth organizations, to th ir 
members and leading committees. From the ro trum of the World 
Congre of the Young Communist International, we declar that 
we con ider the Socialist yo1.1th a our closest allies. We say 10 
the young Socialis:ts, our class brothers: We want to work in 
common with you, shoulder t-o shoulder in a comradely wa:y, for 
the inrerests of tM youth and in the spirit of struggle against our 
common enerwy- fascism-in order to kinder the outbreak of 
im.perialist war and to wrest the worker and the toiling youth 
from the clutches of hunger, want and lack of rights. 
We and the young Socialists a.re alli s because we are the 
Jons of one class, bee<ru.!e we have a commQn doctrine-Marrum, 
because we have a common foe-fascism, and because we ha.ve a 
greai, invincible ideal in common, soci.ali3m. 
We welcome the fraternal relation and cooperation which 
have arisen between Communist and ocialist youth organi1.ations. 
Our conviction that the unity of the working cla youth mu t 
be established grew in our joint t.ruggles in Paris, Marseilles, 
and Toulouse, in Madrid and Asturias, Vienna and Graz. These 
truggles teach us all that the further maintenance of the spUt of 
the working class youth can:not be justified. 
The interests of working clas youth demand the unification 
of the Socialist and Communi t youth in one united organization. 
Thi united organization of Communist and Socialist youth will 
awaken to life, to the struggle and to activity, the hitherto lum-
bering force in the working class youth. This will be a magnet 
that will exercise the greatest force of attraction for the broadest 
section of the working and toiling youth, will draw them to-
gether into a single, mighty, invincible force. 
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Hence we are convinced that the organi unity of our organ-
izations represents a common. and i~diale ta.sk /or us. Hence 
together with the Socialist youth we are interested in strengthen-
ing and extending still more the united front between our organ-
izations. 
The un.Ued front is advancin.g! Comrnuni t and ociali t Youth 
Leagues are already working together in France, Spain Austria, 
Italy, Poland, Switzerland, Bulgaria, Rumania, and Latvia. We 
can already draw many lessons from the experiences of the united 
front of these countrie . Fir t, united front between the twc 
Youth Leagues can be set up even if only one question, which 
r ally tirs and unites the youth, serves as a basis for cooperation. 
In Switurland, for example, the united front on a national 
scale could not be established for a long time, despite the efforts 
of the Young Communist League and the Left wing of the Social-
i t youth. But at the moment when the mo t reactionary section 
of the Swiss bourgeoisie attempted to amend the Con titution 
in a fascist spirit, and to eliminate the democratic rights which 
had been won by the Swiss people, both organizations correctly 
recognized the necessity of joining their forces on the ba is of a 
united front, in order to bring all the youth into movement again t 
the insolent fascist attempt. 
Second, experience shows that a united front on a national 
scale can likewise be formed on several. questions. After the fa -
ci t coup in Bulgaria, the last remnants of democratic rigbts were 
taken away from the people. The government enacted a law re· 
garding the formation of a unified government youth organiza. 
Lion. These were the most burning questions of the youth in 
Bulgaria and it wa precisely on the basis of these question that 
a united front could be and was formed. 
Third, the experience in France, Spain and Austria how 
that a united front between th Socialist and Communist Youth 
Leagues can be set up on all questions which concern the vital 
intere ts of the youth, on the basi of a common platform. 
The manner in which the united front developed between the 
ociali t and Communist youth in France was highly in tructive. 
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Before the February battles, there were only very weak contact 
and in ome place there ev n exi ed ho tility between the Social-
i t and Communi t youth organization . It can be said without 
exaggeration that the Communist and Socialist youth comrade 
really got to know each other only in the anti-fasci t offen ive 
of the prol tariat last February. They recogniud that they are 
not enemie but allies in the struggle and that only the unity of 
their force could render the proletariat great service demanded 
by the truggle against fascism. We are proud that in these 
~xceedingly important moments in the truggle of the working 
class our French comrades found the correct road. They went to 
the Young ocialist organizations and their leading committees 
and made proposals regarding joint truggle which were accept-
ble lo the Young ocialist comrades. 
Thu we e bow in France the united front has developed 
from agreements on individual questions on a local, $cale to the 
conclu ion of a united front pact between organization on a 
n.a1,ional $oale. This joint work and common struggle of the So-
cialist and Communi t youth in France opens the way to uniting 
both organizations. 
Organizatwnal Unitr Near in pain 
The Communist and Socialist Youth Leagu of pain are 
.about to carry through organic unity. The best and mo t vivid 
example of thi is the fact that not only delegat from th Young 
Comm.uni l Leagues participate in our Congr , but al an ofli-
<:ial delegation Crom the Young ociali t League of pain. 
One ar has passed ince the first mighty unity m tings of 
th panish youth and i.nce our beloved leader and b ro om-
rade Dimitroff called to you directly on the ve of ctober: 
• nit in th truggle again t fascism!" One year ha pa sed 
in you fought heroically together, shoulder to hould r, in 
turias and throughout Spain in the October battles. 
But ther have been certain waverings in the rank of the 
Young ociali t comrades before, during and aft r the October 
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events on the question of unity. There is no ground, however, for 
vacillations on this question any longer. 
It is in the interests of the young Spanish workers, it is in 
your interests and ours and in the interests of successful struggle 
against fascism to put an end to all hesitation and obstacles. 
Young ocialist comrades of Spain! Get over your waverings! 
We hope that you who fought together with us on the barricades 
will continue to follow thi path of unity to the end. There is a 
full possibility now of working out a common program with 
the Young Comm uni t League of Spain for an amalgamation of 
both organizations, for the establishment of the unity of the 
young workers of Spain. 
The member of the Young Communist Lea.,.ue and of the 
revolutionary Socialist youth fought shoulder to boulder in the 
glorious battles of the Austrian proletariat in February, 1934. 
Since that time there are a number of splendid examples of joint 
struggle carried through by both organization . The May celebra-
tions of 1934-35 proved that fascism is unahle to destroy the 
clas forces of the proletariat and the youth if these are united. 
The old distt'ust and misunderstandings are gradually being over-
come in the fire of common truggle. We can proudly assert 
that both youth organization are at present conducting concrete 
negotiations regarding their amalgamation. We are firmly con-
vinced that in Austria, too, the day is not far distant when the 
Communist and Socialist youth organizations will put an end to 
their separation forever and will create a united youth organiza-
tion of the working class youth in Austria. 
Comrades, thousands and tens of thousands of Socialist young 
workers can themselves, on the basis of their experience, refute 
the slander that the united front is a maneuver on our part. The 
united /ront is the power which can rescue tlui youth from fascism. 
A comradely and brotherly attitude to the ocialist youth is one 
of the mo t important preliminary conditions for the establish-
ment of common action between the two organizations in defense 
of the intere ts of the toiling youth. 
We should not force upon the ociali t youth any demand 
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with which th y do not agree. We have confidence in the ocialist 
youth and that i why the problems of the basis for the united 
front, of what form the joint work should take, must absolutely 
be di u sed and prepared jointly with the organizations of the 
ociali t youth. All the obligations which we and the Young So-
cialist League member assume voluntarily, mu.st absolutely be 
adhered lo. 
The Content of the United Front Varies 
It must b made clear to every one of our youth organization 
that the content of th united front cannot be the same in the 
different countries. The uccess of the united front in various 
countries. to date has only been po ible because the Communist 
and Socialist youth organizatiom took into consideration the 
pecuUar conditions of their own country, the sentiments of their 
member a well as the demands and desires of the youth. 
Th Scandinavian Young Communists must especially take 
into consideration these important preliminary conditions for 
th united front. The Socialist Parties are the governing parties 
in th ndinavian countries. We cannot, of course, approve 
the cla collaboration of Social-Democracy with the bourgeoisie. 
But al the am tim it would be wrong not to and not to 
und tand that the working class and the working cla.s youth 
have certain po ibilitie of maintaining and defending their 
d mocratic rights under these governments, to fight again t the 
fa cisl olf ensive and to achieve a number of improvements in the 
ituation of the working and unemployed youth. We, therefore, 
recommend lo the oraanization affiliated to the Young Com.mu· 
11i t Int rnational, jointly with the ociali t youth, to approach 
the ocialist mini ter with concrete proposals, and to pr for 
the improvement of the ituation of the youth and for the fulfill. 
m nt of the promises made to them. Unfortunately, many of our 
comrade still do not under tand this. In Belgium, for a long time 
we carried on discus ions with the Young Socialist Guard with 
re,,.ard to the de Man plan. The Young Communi t League was 
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~ rrect ' hen it bowed that no such improvement in the eituation 
of the youth as held out by the de Man plan can be achieved in 
Lb framework of the capitalist system, that fundamental im· 
provements could be insured only by socialism. In this connec-
tion, however, we overlooked the fact that this plan and similar 
plan in a number of other countries contain such proposals as 
c uld lead to bettering somewhat the situation of the youth, if 
they were earnestly fought for. The e proposals can serve as a 
ha i for cooperation with ·the Socialist youth in uch countries. 
We declare thaJ, we not only support all the demands of the 
ocialist youlh whi.ch are in accord with the interests of the youth, 
but shall work with al.l our energy, together with these youth, to 
have them carried through. 
Our Czechoslovakian comrades acted quite correctly when 
they replied in the affirmative to the proposal mad by th 
national ociali t youth organization, which helonl?S to Ben 
party, to upport the following demands, and declared themselv 
ready to fight jointly with them for these demands: 
l. Reduction of the working day without a cut in wag 
2. The fixing of minimum wages for all employees. 
3. Reduction of th price on sugar and coal. 
4. R duction of the price of flour on condition that there 
are graded prices on grain. 
5. A 10 per cent reduction of all rents on condition that the 
in r t payments and mortgage debts are reduced. 
While striving to bring about the unity o{ the Communist and 
ociali t youth a rapidly a po ible, constant cooperation with 
the ocialist outh organization must he achieved. We mu t 
patiently convince our comrade from the Sociali t youth that thi 
i nece. sary. 
Comrade Dimieroff called upon llU? Y owig Communist and 
Y OUllf5 ocialist leagues at the eventh World Congress of the 
Communist lnter1111.tional to set up anJi-fa.scist a.ssociations based 
on. the platfonn of the class struggle. We are firmly convinced 
tbat C mrade Dimitroff call will meet with great enthusiasm not 
only in our own rank but al o in the ranks of the young Social-
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ists, and will contribute towards the establishment of the inde-
tructable unity of the two organizations. 
It is difficult to state here what aspect these associations will 
assume in the variou countries. It is clear that both Youth 
League , forming anti-fa cist a ociations, can fully preserve their 
independence and retain contact with their respective parties and 
International . In ell cases both Youth League have o to or· 
ganize their work a to act together in the struggle again t fascism, 
in the struggle for th interests and rights of the young worker 
to act as a united force. 
That the possibility of e tablishing such a sociations exists ha 
been demon trated by the experience of the worker-peasant alli-
ance in Spain where the Young Communists and the Young So-
cialist organizations are together with the parties solving all 
problems of the struggle against Spanish fascism and for the 
emancipation of the Spanish working class and the peasantry. 
That these possibilities exist ia also evident from the more than 
one hundred coordination C-Ommittees in France in which the· 
leading bodies of the Communist and Socialiat youth discuss in 
a comradely spirit all measures taken by the united front 
Socialist Youth Responds to Unity Appeal 
We have reports showing that the Olganizations of the Com-
munist and Socialist youth of one of the districts of Paris have-
decided to hold all their meetings together, following the appeal 
of Comrade Dimitroff made at the Seventh Congress of the Com-
munist International They also decided to retain contact with 
the Central Committee of the Young Communist League and the 
Young Socialist organization, and to receive instructions from 
liotb of these bodies. Both organizations resolved, however, to 
carry out only such of these instructions which would serve the 
interests of the united front and unity of the young workers. 
Well done, comrades! Let the whole international youth move-
ment learn from your example! The young workers would have 
already been much more successful in establishing unity if all 
proposals of the Young Communist International and i ection 
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along these lines would have had the sopport of the Young So· 
ciali t Leagues. Many Young ociali t organizations hesitated for 
a long time before they realized that joint struggle was necessar . 
Even today, when the united front ha become a trong bulwark 
against fasci m, ome Young ociali t organizations are, to our 
regr t, still he itant in accepting the fraternal hand extended to 
them. 
We do not deny that our organizations have made certain 
ectarian errors in variou countries which have created diffi.. 
culti for the establishment of the united fronL But we have 
learned. We have corrected and are correcting our mistakes. 
The best proof of this is the manner in which we deal with the 
united front question at this Congress. 
Unfortunately, the same is not the case in the Executive Com· 
mittee of the Young Socialist International and some of its Sec-
tions. Some of the leading officials of the Young Socialist Inter-
national, for example, Ollenhauer, Hansen, and in his time 
Wallenthein of Sweden, are still using their untenable arguments 
to restrain the Socialist youth from forming a united front. These 
are the people who to this day retard the united front in such 
countries as Sweden, Denmark and Holland. 
We hoped that the decisions of the Seventh World Con~ of 
the Communi t International, at which the problems of the united 
front were raised in a new way, would be favorably received hy 
the Young Socialist International. We cherished this hope al-
though we knew that the econd International and some of its 
partie suppress all initiative of the members and of the Young 
ocialist organizatiorur on the question of establishing a united 
fronl and that in lhis they have the support of a number of promi-
nent functionaries of the Young Socialist International. 
We have f olfowed with the greatest attention the proceedings 
of the congress of the Young SociaUst lnternalrional. We, and 
many young Socialists as well, are the ref ore disappointed with 
the decision and proceedings of the Congress of the Young So-
ciali t International. The report of the Executive Committee at the 
Congress of the Young Socialist International, dealing with the 
attitude toward the Communists state that: 
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". . • the tk3ire lo comlxa fascism in the ranks of the wor~ 
claJs a.nd the working youth ca.n be $UCcess/ully fulfilled only if 1he 
Socialist youth organi.%1Jtioru of all counlriu give more atte.nlion 
to the cause of solidarity with the LeCl/lu~ of their own interna· 
ri.onal rather 1.han. to n.egori.otioru or agreements with the Com-
m.tlllisu." 
We do not in the least underestimate the importance of close 
contact among the Sections of the Young Socialist International 
themselves. But this should hy no mean stand in the way of a 
united front between both youth internationals and the organiza-
tions affiliated to them. 
Experience shows in a number of countries (France, Spain 
Austria) that wherever agreements have been reached by the two 
Leagues a fruitful truggle is being waged against fascism for 
the vital inter ts of the youth, and international solidarity in-
creases. 
We are convinced that the decisions of the Congres of th 
Young Socialist International on the que tions of the united front 
will by no means be the last word of the Young Socialist Inter-
national. The number of adherents of the united front is growing 
in the rank of the Young Socialist International. The Young 
Socialist Leagues of France, Spain, Austria, Switzerland, Bel· 
gium and Latvia are becon;Ung ever more clamorous, insisting 
upon the estahli hm.ent of the united front and unity with th 
Communist youth not only in separate countries, but on an inter-
national scale. We wholeheartedly greet thi fight of the Young 
ociali ts. We hope that the united front idea will soon be tri-
umphant in the Young Socialist International. 
Organizational Uni.ty ls Possible At Once 
In Some Countries 
Comrades, we are fully aware that the young worker through-
out the world urgently need unity. We therefore call upon the 
Sociali :t and Communist youth the world over to amalgamate 
Lheir organization . In some countries, such as France, where the 
idea of working cla unity has already taken strong root, such a 
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pain and Austria, where the young workers have felt on their 
own skin the evil effects of a divided working cla and a di-
vided working youth, the organizations have in the course of nine 
months of collaboration come o close together that the estab-
li hment of organic unity has already become an immediate i ue. 
In the countries ther i the immedi11te po sibility of doing 
away with the cleavage within the working youth. 
Our Letti.sh comrades of both the Young Communist and 
Young ocialist organization have already expressed them.selves 
in fa or of unity and have already taken concrete steps towards 
amalgamation. lo a joint declaration of the Central Committees of 
the two Leagues on the question of unity we read: 
"For a year immediately alter the f 8ci t coup d'etal we began 
10 eek a way of joint etruggle. Dozens of joint appeals. programs 
and friendly gathering between oar representatives. aa well as 
joint actions, show that our aim lwi been achieved. We haTe 
brought about united action and mutual confidence. SimullllDeouely 
we have come to the conclusion that the road of the toiUng youth 
of Latvia will remain a single Olle, until final ictory ia achieved. 
II' e have one aim antl there/ore we must follow one road. 
"In order lo become a force strong enough to repulse fascist 
reaction and to win the confidence of the large massee of the youth. 
we mll.!!t march shoulder to shoulder and bring about an amaJga. 
malion of th two youth lea ue.i in one united organization." 
The bar h blow of fa cism have taught the Communist and 
ociali t youth of Latvia that the young worker must fight to· 
gether in one organization. All honor to the advanced fighters of 
the unit d organization of the working youth in Latvia! 
We are convinced that all obstacles in the way of unity can 
be eliminated if the member are given full democrali<; rights to 
decide on aJ,l questions in respect to the amalgamation of the 
two orga11U.a.tians. The member of both organizations should 
freely decide on que tions of the program of the amalgamated 
organization. The que tion may be a ked: How can we unite if our 
oraanizations have different programs? 
ur reply is that the basis of a joint program is the struggle 
aaain t fa cism and imperiali l war, for the ital interests of the 
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youth, for socialism. This serves the aims and interest of both 
organizations and of their member . 
The que tion may be a ked: How can we uuite when w are 
led by two different parties and are affiliated with two different 
Internationals? To this we reply: the members of both organize· 
tions should freely decide the organizational forms and the nam 
of the amalgamated organization as well as its connections with 
partie and affiliation with the Internationals. 
The Young Communist International considers its main task 
to be to help in the establishment of united Young Communi t 
and Young Sociali t Leagues in every country. In raising the 
banner of unity of the working cla s youth at our Congres today 
we tell the youth that it is al o in its interest to establi h one 
Youth International. We are finnlr determined to put all our 
forces al the service of ama/.gamating the revolutionary youth of 
the world and to fight for the setting u.p of one Youth Interna-
tional. Our battle cry is: Down with the plit in the rank of the 
working cla youth! Long live the amalgamated organization of 
.I volutionary young workers and toilers! 
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IV. FOR THE U IFICATIO OF THE FORCE 
OF THE YOUNG GENERATION! 
COMRADES, we need not be ilent pectators in the world 
drama of the young generation of toilers which i taking 
place before our very eyes. We have a positive and important role 
to play. Upon our shoulders lies the difficult and responsible task 
of uniting all force& of the younger generation for the &lruggle 
for their right to live and be free! This means the achievement of 
unity with the Socialist youth and of the col/.aboration of all non-
fmci3t youth organizations. 
With the exception of the Young Communist League in France 
and the United States our comrades have been all too slow in 
reacting to. the changes which have transpired in the ranks of the 
youth and in their organizations. Five years of crisis and depres-
. on lurve not passed in vain for the youth in these organizations. 
Despite all organizational and ideological shortcomings these 
youth have taken part in nUID6rous hard and protracted class 
truggles. This resulted in their rapid political development. 
imultaneously with the proces of political differentiation within 
all the sections of the toiling youth their common need and desire 
lo gather their forces together have been con tantly gaining 
ground. The bourgeoisie realized this much more quickly than 
most of our League and quickly took steps to group the youth 
organization under fascist flags in the various countri . The 
Fr nch bourg oi i , for example, organized the Eiau Generawc 
de la }eun&&e. 
The coming into power of fascism in some countries and the 
thr atening menace of fascism in other is the second important 
factor affecting these organizations. Wherever fasci m takes 
power, e pecially in Germany, it tries to secure a monopoly over 
the youth by dissolving their organizations or by "coordinating" 
them. The struggle of the youth organizations for independence 
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plac the youth inevitably into a pos1l1on of hostility to the 
fasci t dictatorship. In connection with these changes, in the 
countrie under fasci t dictator hip as well as in countries under 
bourg ois democracy, the winning over of the non-fasci t youth 
organizations becomes of enormou ignificance in our work. We 
do not deceive ourselv as to the differences of principle and 
world outlook existing between these organizations and oursel es. 
But in the truggle against fasci m, and for the material needs of 
youth, for freedom and pea , they can b our allies. If in spite 
of the fundamental difference of opinion between our elv and 
the other non-fasci youth organization , we work for bringing 
them together, we do o because we are prompted by one thought, 
one desire-to save the younger generation of the whole of man-
kind from fascism, and to prevent their decimination in another 
butchery of the people, a new imperialist war. · 
Non-Fasrut Youth Organizations Are Our Allie1 
Comrade Dimitroff in hi report pointed out to us the way, as 
follows: 
"The Young Communist League must trive in flVfffY way to 
rally the forcee of all non·faacist mus organizations for the struggle 
against faaciam, for the struggle against unparalleled oppression 
and militarization of the youth, for the economic and cultural 
rigbtt of tho younger generation, for dnwin these young workeI'8 
into the anti.fa ci l front, no matter where they happen to be, in 
the factories, in the labor service camp , the labor exchanges, 
barracks, the navy, the mines or the different athletic, cultural and 
other organizations." 
It is preci ly thi ta k that our comrad s in France and the 
United States helped u to realize in time and to work for carrying 
out succe fully. Had our comrade under the leader hip of the 
Communi t Party of France not understood in time the problem 
of the younger generation, had they not realized quickly enough 
the necessity for cooperation between all non-fascist organization 
in the truggle for freedom, peace, and the rights of the toiling 
youth, fascism in France would not ·ha"e uff red the heavy blow 
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it did uff er in i effort lo win th youth. Th younger gen ration 
of France ha not become the main reservoir of fascism and is 
today, in the main, talcing part in the struggle against fascism and 
war. In the struggle for '/)f!O.Ce freedom and the rights of the 
younger generation au non-/asci.st yo1uh organizatums can be-
come our sincere allU!s, proviiled our initiative becomes suffi-
ciently great to prevent fa cism from utilizing the youlh for il3 
criminal, purposes. 
Th youth stand in the front rank of the truggle in the 
great anti-fa ci t people' front in France. Thirty-five large youth 
organizations are already ooperating in an effort to vanquish 
fascism and fight for th right of the younger generation of 
France. Comrades of ranee you have scored great uccesses in 
your struggle again t fa i m. e are proud of you. But do riot 
forget for a single moment that fascism ha.$ not yei been van-
quished in your cowitry. Continue your truggle with ev n greater 
nthusiasm and skill and with better organization ! 
The American Youth Congrt!$s 
Thank to the joint participation and work of the young 
American comrades with the Socialist and other non-fal!Cist 
youth at the Youth Congress, originally caJJed by a reactionary 
group desirous of fascist honor our Young Commwiist League 
of the United States helped to bring about the unity of several 
non-fascist organizations with a member hip of over a million. 
Jointly with the e organization ur comrades energetically set to 
work and a second Youth Congress wa called, the only one of its 
kind in the history of the American youth movement. Eight hun-
dred and forty-six organizations with a membership of 1,350,000 
were represented at this convention and cooperated in finding a 
path to be taken by the American youth to free itself from want 
and oppre ion. The bond of cooperation with all non-fasci t 
outh organizations is becoming till trong r on account of that. 
This is th guarantee for further succ 
The achievements of the Young Communi t Leagues of France 
and of the United State , which, together with the SociaJist youth 
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and oth r group have contributed to creatino- a broad front of 
non-fa.sci t organiz Lion in their countrie , are not only du lo 
their courage and injtiative. They likewise arise from the fact thal 
our comrade clid not try to force up n th youth any ready-mad 
organizational ch mes or previously elaborated program . At 
e ery sta"e of the development of thi ma movement and it 
program th youth of all organization themselv took a mo t 
intimate part. Thi is an example of how to influence the ma se 
of youth in tead of commanding them in a bureaucratic way. 
ot all our Leagues have under tood bow to employ uch form 
of ma. work in practice. The experience of our German and 
Czech League prove thi . The fact that the "anti-Goering plan 
which wa thought out from above, clid not meet with any response 
among the mas of the German youth hou.ld not urprise u_, for 
we know that this plan was elaborated without a knowl d e of 
the r al feeling of the youth. Even after it wa drawn up th 
plan wa not brought to the attentiQn of Lh youth. 
It i al o not urpri ing that the "Declaration of th Right of 
the Young Generation" in Czecho lovakia m t with a imilar fate, 
when we learn that it had a imilar origin. uch m thod I ad to 
naught comrade. If the Y.C.L. comrade in Fran and the 
Uruted State were now to re ort lo such method , they would be 
i olated from the mas movement which already exi t . 
A second end no less important lesson whi h an drawn 
from the experience in the ma work of th Fr nch and Am ri-
can Leagues is the n e ity of allow:ino- for a great deal oI ela . 
ticity in the ontent 11nd the organizational forms of cooperation 
with th non-fasci t organization . I want to tate a few exampl 
iI1 connection with thi . 
While in France the qu ti n of the conomic, cultural and 
political rights of youth formed the basi for cooperation in 
England it wa the question of peace. There i no recipe that 
would be valid f r all coimtries and all tim in buildinfT up the 
common front of th you.ng generation. In each individual case 
that organizational form is select d which i b t adapt d to th 
peculi riti of the country in qu tion and to the cir um tan e 
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in which the mass movement develops. We must not try to fit the 
million of youth into an organizational strait-jacket; if we at· 
tempt to do this, we will only succeed in strangling the developing 
movement. Therefore, we must not demand that these non-fascist 
organization "go the whole hog". We must he ready to enter into 
cooperation with all organization that are to fight together with 
us even if only on one question, as in France. There, for example, 
the Catholic youth organizations with millions of members are 
making the first steps towards taking op the struggle jointly with 
other progressive youth organizations for the support of the 
Chri tian youth of Germany. 
A third very important characteristic of the work of th 
French and American Leagues i their ability to speak the fresh, 
vivid language of the youth; to appropriate and nol to teer clear 
of the fine sentiment and noble ideals which ha alway inspired 
the youth, ideals which the fasci ts try to utilize for their piratical 
aim ; to take into account the revolutionary and democratic tradi-
tion of the people, as well a the national feeling of the youth 
at the same time conducting a firm struggle against nationalism 
and chauvinism, for proletarian intematUmalimr.. 
We ay to all young Communists, to all our friend and com-
rades: Let us once and for all banish any sectarian fear which 
may till exist, of initiating the struggle for the lofty aims and 
ideals of the great masses of youth- for peace for freedom, for 
happin , for progress, for the um total of rights of the young 
generation. 
Is noi peace between natioru .something worth fighting for? 
Peace between nations means that the youth will not he mangled 
and tom on the battlefields of finance capital; it means that hus-
bands, wives. weethearts, mothers, fathers will not he ruthlessly 
tom from each other • arms· it means that million will he pent 
on the needs of the people and not on battleships and armies; it 
mean that the victorious proletariat of the Soviet Union can 
proceed with its building of socialism; it means that the world 
proletariat is given still more time to rally its forces for the final 
overthrow of capitalism. 
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ls not freedom som.eehing worth fighting for? Freedom means 
freedom to work and to am a living to study a profe ion, lo 
follow one' cultural inclinations; it mean the right and the 
opportunity to participate in govennent; it means the ability to 
grow and expand in whatever direction the interest of the toiling 
masses of youth dictates; it mean the e act oppo ite of fasci t 
rule. We Communists have always fought for the freedom of the 
masses, we have always fought for the freedom of the working 
class. "Liberty, needless to say, is a very vital slogan for any 
revolution, be it Socialist or democratic." This is what Lenin had 
to say concerning the struggle for freedom. 
What is it, then, that hinders some comrades from vigorously 
fighting for the lofty ideals of youth, from speaking the fresh 
vivid language of youth? Sometimes it is nothing hut their in· 
ability to understand that slogans are living, breathing things and 
not museum pieces. 
The slogan of the fight for peace has acquired new content 
capable of moving the many millions of youth into action against 
the fascist warmongers. 
We Claim the Revolutionary and 
Democratic Traditions 
An especially important phase of our work to unite the non-
fa.scist youth organizations on a platform of struggle for the 
rights of the young generation i the proper utilization of the 
revolutionary and democratic tradition of the people of each 
country. We must draw upon the rich heritage which we have in 
common with the masses of youth. Every movement in the history 
of th different nation , against repression, every revolt again t 
slavery, every rebellious spoke man for the people should be 
studied and learned. In thi way we will, in advance, help cut the 
ground from under the very feet of the fascists who go to great 
lengths to distort this heritage of th peoples of all countries for 
their own sinister aims. 
Youth of France, recall your great, immortal forbears! The 
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Jacobin of 1789, and the Communards of 1871 call you to 
action! We are confident that you will not prove unworthy of your 
revolutionary forefathers! 
Young German people who uffer horrible tortures in the azi 
concentration camp ! Your forefathers left their fields with the 
emblem of a tattered shoe and an oak leaf on their banners, left 
their plow and ythe , in a pea ant re olt whose thunders shook 
the furthermost corner of rmany. Your people gave the world 
the greatest thinkers of all time-Marx and Engels! Their theory 
is now not only the guiding line of a nation of one hundred and 
sixty miJlion people, covering one-sixth of the globe, but also the 
guiding line for all the exploited and oppressed throughout the-
world. Be true to the end to these traditions of your people and 
to the teachings of Marx and Engels! 
Comrades, let us now ask ourselves how matten stand with 
the youth in countries other than France and the United St.ates 
of America? Are their living conditions much different? Do the 
experiences which our French and American comrades have bad' 
apply to these comrades alone? 
It is true that the first steps in this direction have already been 
undertaken in Canada, Great Britain, Switzerland and Czechoslo-
vakia. But how do matters stand with Sweden, Norway, Holland' 
and Belgium? We believe that one of the causes for the lagging 
behind of these and many other Leagues lies in their inability lo 
shake off their old sectarian standpoint with regard to the non-
fasci t bourgeois youth organizations. 
It is high time that our comrades should regard the pacifist, 
Republican or Democratic youth and their organizations as their 
friends and not as their opponents. · It must be understood that 
the e youth, no matter t.o what organizations they belong, likewise-
ufl'er hunger and want, that they do not desire fascism any more-
than we do, that they want to fight against war and for peace, 
ju t as we do. All the non-fascist youth organizations can be-
come our honest allies in the fight for peace, freedom and for 
the rights of the younger generation. H we will develop th 
greatest initiative in unifying the forces of these organization 
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fascism will not succeed in utilizing the youth for its criminal 
aims. We want to wage a big struggle to rescue the young 
generation from physical and moral disintegration, shoulder to 
houlder with all those organizations and young people who re-
tain the ideals of freedom, peace, and human progress. We know 
that they are still not clear on many things. But examples in 
many countries show us that they a.re ready to fight. We see that 
the sons and daughters of our own class, belonging to these or-
ganizations, are victims of the same fate as we are. Ju t as we 
do, they too, suffer from the consequence of the disastrous eco-
nomic crisis. Hunger does not differentiate among us. Fascism 
menaces their freedom and their organization, just as it does ours. 
They, too, are threatened by war, just as we are. They, ju ta we, 
do not want to turn back the wheel of history, but, on the con-
trary, want to turn it ahead. Let us march forward together! We, 
'here/ore, regard ihem a.t our allie.!. From the rostrum of this 
Congr we want to vow, in the name of the entire Young Com-
munist International, that with all our enthu iasm, with all our 
energy, we shall support every organization, every national ru;ad 
international movement which sets itself th aim of coordinating 
all its force for the defense of peace and freedom and to help 
the young generation to be victorious. Let reaction and fasci m 
tremble before the pirit which they themselves have brought into 
life-the young generation, united will ru h past them toward a 
happy and joyou future. 
The Ta3k.s of the Yoldh in the Trade Uni.on Mcn1ement 
The trade unions are of decisi e importance in the amalgama-
tion of the working youth and in training them for the truggle. 
The trade union protect the prol tarian youth against attack of 
the employers. There i reason to be concerned, therefore, over the 
fact that official data of the Briti h Metal Worker Union show 
that only an in ignificant ection of apprentices of four of the 
mo t important indu trial centers of England are organized in the 
trade unions. 
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These figures are unfortunately typical for other industries and 
many other countrie . The German Trade Union Federation in 
Czechoslovakia has only two per cent of the youth organized. In 
France the Red and the Amsterdam Unions taken together have 
only 50 per cent of the youth in their midst. 
Inadequate trade union organization of the young workers 
con titutes a great danger to their education in the spirit of the 
class truggle, to making them fighters in the cause of the working 
cla . 
We therefore gr et the fact that the great majority of the 
working youth of Spain are organized into trade unions, that 
in several countries, especially in Belgium and Great Britain, the 
trade unions are beginning to take measures to win over the 
youth. Our Congres calls upon the adherents of the Young Com-
munist International who work for wages, to join their trade 
unions. This is not merely a question of j~ining a union. It is 
necessary to be active and cooperate with all members of the 
trade unions in winning the young workers. Any effort on the 
part of the trade unions, irrespective of whether they belong to 
the Amsterdam or to the Red International, to win over the youth 
must be supported to the utmost by our comrades. 
We are obliged not only to recruit members for the union 
but to actively support and protect the trade unions against the 
class enemy in his effort to de troy them. That is how we can and 
will win the respect of our fellow trade unionists. The struggle 
for the economic interests of the youth and against the penetra-
tion of fascist influence among them cannot be successful without 
the aid of the trade unions. Together with the trade union youth 
we must work for the organization of public works and projects 
for the unemployed youth, for the organization of all kinds of 
vocational course , lodging houses and other forms of concrete 
aid to the unemployed youth, e pecially to the girl . We must 
see that the unemployed youth are given the opportunity to join 
the unions and enjoy all rights as trade union members. It is 
our task al o to ee to the training of the youth in the spirit of 
the cla truggle along trade union lines through special youth 
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form of organization and ducational activity, as well a ports 
and cultural activity. 
e hould advocate the trade union idea among the youth, to 
explain lo tho b longing to the trade unions the significance 
of trade union unity for the defense of their rights and for the 
improvement of their living conditions. We must show the youth 
what power united trade unions will have. 
For tlie Establishment of One International 
Independent Student Movement 
Com.rad we mu t devote a good deal of attention at thi 
ongr ~ to the problem of the rodents. Practically in all coun-
trie fa i m found its ma b is among the tudents. The impos-
ibility of finding employment and a means of livelihood when 
finishing school, the o-called "over-production" of young intel-
lect11al and the fierce competition resulting, give rise to great 
bittern among this section of the youth. 
In the United Stall of America, the center of world imperial-
i m 1~000 students left their class-rooms one day at a given 
hour demon trating the might of unity. What fear and horror 
came over the bourgeoisie and its pr . American imperiali m 
can no longer rely on its own tudents ! Masses of students dem-
on trated their partisanshlp to the side of the anti-fasci t and 
p ace-lo ing people. 
When, a year ago, at the time of the parliamentary election 
the fasci t party of Czecho lovakia used the tudents for tbr 
day Lo make the treets of Prague un afe for tran it, and suc-
ceeded by whipping up national hatred and by means of ocial 
demagogy, in mi using the tudents for their pogrom purpose , 
who would have believed tlw.t these same student masses would 
within a short time tum tlieir backs on fascism? But it was po -
ible! Hardly a year has passed and the correct work of out 
Czecho lovakian Youth League has resulted in the fact that a big 
tudents front for peace freedom and progress exists in Czecho-
~ lovakia comprising fifty non-fasci t tudent organization . The 
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ucce of some of the Leagues is the result, first of all, of the 
fact that our comrades understood the great importance of the 
tudents in the struggle against imperialist war and fascism; 
second, of the fact that they were ahl~ to grasp the ideals and 
issues which really intere ted the mass of students; U&ird, that 
they ucceeded in directing the growing d ire for unity along 
the channel of rallying together all the progressive forces among 
tudent youth. It is necessary to make clear to the students the 
reactionary character of fascism and its hostility to progress, espe-
cially in the sphere of science. The students must be mobilized 
against univm-sity fascism and cultural reaction, against the 
reactionary professors and reactionary methods of teaching. We 
must fight for a democratic system of study and for a progressive 
school. 
We most fight against existing economic, national, religious 
and racial discrimination and to open the doors to education and 
knowledge to all sections of the toiling youth. We know, and to· 
day a considerable section of the students the world over already 
know, that their future does not lie on the side of reaction, noi 
on the side of fascism. Their future lies in the victorious struggle 
for peace, freedom and progress. It lies on the side of the working 
class and its youth, on the side of socialism. 
For the Ri,ghts of the Girls 
While the last five year of crisis and depression have left 
ind lible traces on an entire generation of the youth, these traces 
are much more visible on the bodies, spirits and the hearu of 
the girls than of the boys. Girls are subject to twofold exploits· 
tion and oppre sion. Everybody knows the brutality of the hour· 
geoisie and their cynici m in relation to women and girls. Their 
chance of learning a trade are restricted, their freedom entirely 
or partly curtailed, and they are deprived of the possibility of 
participation in public life. 
E en under so-called normal capitalist conditions the home 
life of the girls was always poisoned by the constant fear of mis-
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fortune and want. Poverty and low wages have ruined the fam· 
ily, separated people from their loved ones, and broken up homes. 
The sanctity of the home and the virtues of women were never so 
desecrated in the hi tory of mankind as they are at present by 
the bourgeoisie, which introduced the custom of glorifying women 
in literature, but of driving them into the street in actual life. 
The hard lot of girl and young women has become even worse 
in the recent year of the cri is. The position of the younger gen· 
ration, the tragedy of the youth, is nowhere expressed in bolder 
relief and more dramatically than in the hocking fate of the 
girls and young women. 
The capitalists take pitiless advantage of the enormous unem· 
ployment existing to make the young working girls work above 
their physical capacity. The bourgeoisie drives the daughter of 
the toiling masses to the shame of prostitution and white slavery. 
Still more shameful and base is the treatment of our working 
class sisters by the fascist beasts in the countries under fascist 
dictator hip. The faac" t have trampled underfoot the natural ties 
between human beings, the family. They have substituted "com· 
pulsory selection" for love and "racial improvement" for pater-
nal care. 
It would, however, he absolutely wrong to assume that the 
young girls of our generation patiently accept all these insults. 
Many girls in the non-fascist organizations are beginning to 
take enthusiastic part in the general struggle against fascism.. 
Members of the Young Women's Christian Association in the 
United State have displayed splendid militancy. They supported 
the fight against fascism, for peace and freedom, in scores of 
peace conference and at many meetings. 
We must once and for all cease to under timate the impor· 
tance of work among the girls, and seriously fulfill our duties 
in this field. We must wage an energetic truggle for all the 
specific demands arising from the desperate position of the girls, 
for their social and economic requirements, their cultural de-
mands and rights. Our Leagues must quickly change their policy 
of ignoring the que tion of developing strong cadres of girls in 
the leading bodies of the Young Communist Leagues in every 
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~untt . Thi i not a q11i· tion 0£ drawing girls formally into 
executive committees. We must give serious and comradely 
a i lance to our girl comrades, to help them educate them Ives 
and to study in order to he abl to perform important work. 
The Tt13ks of Work Among Children 
Comrades we mu t seriously con ider at our Congr our 
work among the children. Capitalism militariu the school and 
conducts them along fascist lin in order to bring up obedient : 
laves for the bourgeoisie. Tbe children of the toiler are taught" 
in all schools in the pirit of bourgeois ideology. Millions of 
children whose parents are unable to support them cannot tudy 
and mu t try to earn a living for themselves. One of the most 
out tanding tasks of the united front is to save the children of 
the toilers from extinction I 
All forces of the non.-fa.scist organizations mu t he mobilized 
in order to save the children from the destructive infiu nee of 
the treet. We must not give reaction a chance to get the upper 
hand in bringing up the younger generation. The growing move-
ment of the anti-fa ci t people's front in France, and the ri ing 
united front in many other countrie create new possibiliti for 
uniting, organizing and educating the children. Our purpo e 
should not be the creation of narrow and what i still worse, 
"political ' Pioneer oi:ganization . We must work together with 
the young Socia.Ii ts, together with other non-fa cist organization 
for the creation of -people's children's organizations adapted to the 
~onditions and peculiaritie of each given country, and especially 
to the need and peculiarities of the children them Ives. We are 
convinced that wherever the peculiariti of the children are really 
talc n into account, wherever an effort will he made to make the 
work of the children' organizations attractive and more interest· 
ing, wherever these organizations will be built on a united basis, 
we will he able to render greater a i tance in bringing up the 
younger generation on the side of the people. 
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For the Unity of the Sport Movement •· 
On of the grave t con quence of the cri is i that the health 
of the youth has been undermined. nforced idlene and ear 
of undernourishment have lowered their ability to resist disease. 
Tb t rribl peed-up in the factorie impose a great train on 
the yomw worker . The health of wom n and young girls i 
peedily d troyed. The youth re ort to sport as a means of recrea· 
ti on. But port activities require establishments which are of ten 
very expensive. The bourgeoisie ha monopolized the be t port 
ground , gymna iom , and swimming pool , a well a the b t 
instructor trainers and profes :ional sportsmen for their own 
port ociation . 
Th reactionary circle of the bourgeoisie and th military 
authorities pur ue their political aims in th~ field of port a 
well. They directly and indirectly subject the masses of toilers 
wl10 are organized in th sport association to the influence of 
th ir eneral taffs in order to obtain trained military reserve 
out of th young portsmen. The militarization of youth through 
th medium of port is in a very flourishing condition in uch 
countries a Germany, Poland, Italy, etc., where the sport organ· 
izations ar ubordinat d to the military a.uthorities. The fa i 
also try to force the unification of sport organizations wider th ir 
ab olute way and to disband all organizations that resist thi 
attack upon their freedom. 
One of the mo t important measures for reviving bourgeoi 
ports at present, is the preparation to hold the Olympic game 
in Berlin, the capital of world reaction, in 1936. Hitler i con· 
verting the Olympiad into a widespread fascist political prop a· 
ganda drive and is utilizing it for the extension of his interna-
tional influ nee. But not all of the members of sport organiza· 
lions are in agreement with the fascist, militarist tendencies of 
bourgeois sports. The bourgeois port movement embraces mil-
lions of workers and toilers in general in town and country. With 
lh exception of a small reactionary section, the overwhelming 
majority of portsmen are non-fasci t and have anti-fa ci t view . 
so 
Even in the f a.scist port organizations there are workers who 
have been forcefully drawn into these organizations through "co-
ordination". Feeling is growing against the reactionary course 
taken by the militari t fascist leaders of the bourg oi port mov -
meot. In the same way there are trong cw-rent again t the con-
v rsion of the Olympic games of 1936 into a fascist port dexn-
mtstration. Hence it i necessary to e tablish clo relationship 
and a fri endly attitude toward portamen and the non-fasci t 
bourgeois sport organizations and to upport them in all their 
porting interests and activitie . 
At the head of th struggle again t militarization and fa cism 
in the field of ports tand the workers' sport a ociation of the 
COWltries wbere their existence is permitted and the workers' 
port groups in the fascist countries. The workers' port ocieties, 
however, still embrace an e tremely in ignificant ction of work-
ing portsmen. Their power i al o weakened hecau e there is no 
unity in their ranks. In a number of countries (France, orway, 
. ·pain etc.) united worker ' sport societies have b en formed. 
Boycott the Hitler Olympicl 
A truggle is being waged in all countri for the interna-
tional unity of all working class sportsmen into one labor port 
international. Such unity would he the first step on the way to 
transforming the worker ' port ocietie , till weak as they are, 
into a real trong force which will be able to mobilize all the 
non-fascist youth engaged. in sport for the fight against fasciBl:D. 
Tbe understanding which has recently been reached between the 
Red and the Lucerne Sport Internationals on unity of action in 
th truggle against the Hitler Olympiad can he regarded a th 
fir t tep towards the bringing about of complete unity of work-
ing cla sportsmen. 
We declare our readin to support every kind of mea ure 
which will halt the decline in the health of the young genera-
ti n. e are read to coaperate with all tho who favor and will 
work towards giving every young per on the chance to engage 
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in healthy sport and games. Together with all young sport men 
we demand more and better athletic fields from the municipaliti s 
and the various governments. Together with all young camper 
and hikers we demand free access to the mountains and beautiful 
points on the countryside. We support all the efforts to unite 
sportsmen for the defense of the freedom of the sport movement, 
against miHtary and fascist tutelage, and we favor uniting the 
port movement with the forces that fight for peace, freedom and 
progress. For this reason we call upon all our adherents to vig-
orously support the movement initiated by the sportsmen of 
different countries for the transfer of the Olympic games from 
Berlin in 1936. Hence we welcome the unification of the workers' 
port movement in France and Norway. We hall support all 
measures for the e tabliahment of unity on an international scale. 
Unity will be the first real step towards transforming the small 
workers' sport organizations of the present into a mass port 
movement. 
Tash of the Mrus Movement of the Youth in the 
Fascist Countries 
Comrades, if we wish to rally the youth in the struggle again t 
their worst enemy, fascism, the task is particularly important 
and responsible in the frucist cowdries. In these countries legal 
ma work must be carried through on an extensive scale and in 
an elastic form. Instead of this being the case today, however 
we ourselves have confined our activity to narrow groups. We 
must take an interest in all phases of the life and exi tence of the 
youth. But instead of this, many of our organizations have en· 
gaged themselves only in questions of high politic:s. 
The vital and clearly understood demands, which are of great-
est concern to the youlh at the given moment, must be formulated 
in harmony with their actual requirements. But instead of thi 
we have been advancing slogans which the youth could not 
comprehend, which they could not regard as their own. Circum-
stances call for an understanding and skillful utilization of every 
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l7let1ll$ of legal and semi-legal agitation and ma.u contact. But 
we possess in our arsenal only uch means as the illegal circular 
and impromptu demonstration • Instead of establishing a wide 
from of all the di.scont,ented youth by means of work in the mas 
organizations in oppo ition to the fasci t chiefs we have been 
trying to set our weak forces alone again t the colossal fascist 
state machinery of violence and coercion. 
Five million German youths are organized in the Hitler Youth 
organizations. Si.x to seven million Italian youths belong to the 
Fascist Youth League th Balilla, or the Dopo Lavoro. Over one 
million Polish youths belong to the "Defense Society'', the "Peas-
ant", and other organizations. It would be wrong to assume that 
all of these millions of youths have been forcefully driven into 
the fascist organizations. In fact, masses of young people, not 
only of bourgeois and peasant, but also of unemployed and even 
working youth, have joined the fascist organization because 
they actually believe the demagogic and deceptive promises of 
the fascists. 
The fascists ustain a large section of the youth, clothe them, 
provide some of them with work, and with these means they 
bolster up the belief of the great masses of the youth in fasci m. 
But the youth are beginning to feel the hardships, the terror and 
the exploitation of the fascist regime more and more keenly. 
Even if the bulk of them still believe in fascism, in Mussolini 
and Hitler, these youths, both organized and unorgan~ed, are 
already considering the idea of resis~ce, and some of them are 
spontaneou ly fighting in order to satisfy their elementary eco-
nomic and cultural demands. 
Work Inside Fascist Mass Organizati.ons 
Symptomatic of what i transpiring in the ranks of the fasci t 
mass organizations are the pontaneous youth strikes in the labor 
service camps in Germany and Poland, the ma resistance of the 
youth to the Schacht decree, as well as the support of the struggle 
of the Polish peasants given by Several branches of the 'D nse 
ociety". 
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We have to help the youth in the fascist countries organize 
the truggle in their interest , ll:o mobilize them again t fascism. 
But our comrade must understand that when the bulk of the 
youth put forward minor, elementary demand , even if the de-
mand are not directed against flll!Cism a uch, this leads to a 
cooftict with f asci m. 
By helping th youth to organize the truggle for relief, for a 
plate of hot soup, for work, again t lay-offs, against military 
drill for vacations, for equal rights for the girls in the factories 
for schooling, for participation in public and political life, for 
their democratic rights and liberties, we h Ip th youth to find 
th path of conscious truggle against fascism. 
It is absolutely necessary for all our comrades to understand 
the import.ance of work in the fascist TrUUS or.ganizations where 
million of youth are to be found. Without working inside these 
organizations we shall never be able to reach their members and 
spur them on to proceed from spontaneou protest to active trug-
g)e again t fascism. Working jointly with alJ anti-fascists, espe-
cially with the young Sociali ts, our brother in the revolutionary 
truggle, utilizing the weaporu of our enemy, his organization , 
his meetings, his m a ores and law , we shall be in ci posibon to 
iear away the masses of the yomh from /aswm.. Experience ha 
taught WI that some of our comrades, who had become the fac-
tory spokesmen of the youth in Germany, have been able to hold 
successful legal youth meetings against lay-off , for vacations and 
for free education. The anti-fascists mwt not isolak themselves 
in underground circles. It is their foremost ta k to work inside 
the fascist mass organizations and to do their utmost to carry out 
mea ur which serve the interests of the youth. In order to util-
ize the youth for their reactionary aims, the fascists are compelled 
lo advance demands of interest to the youth, demands which 
they are neither able nor willing to fulfill. The youth in the ma 
organization must be convinced and induced to insist upon the 
f ul.fillment of the promises made by the fasci . Only in this 
way will it be po ihle to utilize the social demagogy of the 
f85Ci ls for the purpose of influencing the young workers to turn 
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again ' t fascism, i olating iL from the ma of th y uth and 
'anquishing it. 
Aside from th fasci l th re i a num r C non-fasci t youth 
ruaruzati n in Poland and Germany, llal and Bulgaria. In 
rman ·, for e ample, the Calholic youth organization have 
m re than a half million member who, in the course oI over 
two car have be n bra ely fighting for their independence as 
organizations. 
The fasci.st.s are frying lo ca"-'e di>Scord in these rwn-fascist 
youth. organizations, and w de troy them. We mast actively sup-
port aT1d defend the truggle of lhe youlh of the&e organization 
for their independence. We must n t onl tahli h contact with 
th youth of the organization from the ou ide, but join th 
organizations in order, to elh r with them, the better to combat 
fascism. It i our task to unite th outh of these organization 
for a uni-ted front of the young wiling generali,on for peace, lib-
erty, culture, and independence from fascism. 
Commen urate with these fundam ntal tasks, we mu l alter 
th language of our pr , our organizational structure, our meth· 
od of work and leader hip in I.he fasci t countri . Th chief 
point i to create a broad movement of the entir di 
· uth in the ma organization . 
Why do we put the question in this form? Because the toiling 
outh, regardless of their affiHation to various organization , their 
nationality, race, reHgion, or sex, are beginning to seek more 
and m re a way to improve their ondition and restore th ir rights. 
Comrad , our Leagu have demon trated heroism, loyalty, 
adfa tn , and unbounded de otion to the cause of the working 
la in the fasci t countries. Thi heroism can only th n become 
a mighty factor if it is linked up with the ability to carry on 
k.illful ma work. We hope that particularly OW" rman and 
Italian cornrad will u the two qualities well. 
Participation of the Youlh in tlte Anti-Imperialist 
Peoples' Front 
omradea, the youth in the colonial and mi-colonial coun· 
SS 
tries are uhject to twofold o pr ion: th • ar oppr d by th 
imperialists a w 1l a by the feudal lords and the bourgeoisie 
of their own country. Under the mo t difficult of working condi· 
tions, receiving starvation wages which are often reduced by 
the widely practiced y tern of fines, the youth in these countries 
is al o subjected to corporal puni hmenl Doomed 'to a miserable, 
slave-like existence, the young person is d prived of the possi-
bility of acquiring an independent exi tence, of st.idying and 
founding a family. 
The young generation of toilers in the colonial countries i 
the victim of rickets, tuberculosis, typhu ' venereal mseases and 
malaria-victim of the '"cultural" bl ing of imperialist civil-
ization. In India, where the death nte is the highest in the world, 
sixty-five million people med in the decade from 1920 to 1930, 
forty.five million of these died from malaria and similar diseases. 
In this country also the average pan of life is 24 years, in Chil 
it is 22 years, while in England it is 55.6 years. In the town of 
Asasgan (Algiers) out of l 058 youths called for military serv-
ice, only 117 were found fit. In hina, human markets are organ-
ized in town like Peiping and Tientsin where husbands offer 
their wives for ale and par.ents their children. 
The youth in the colonial and semi-colonial countries are 
deprived of the most elementary condition of a cultured and 
civilized life. This particularly applies to the mass of the peas-
ant, Negro and Indian youth. In Brazil th elementary school are 
attended by only 1,614,000 children and of this number, only 
127,438 children complete school. In India only 3.6 p.er cent of 
the children of school age attend school and only 8 per cent f 
the entire population can read and write. 
These erious mate.rial privation of y uth are accompanied 
by unbearable suffering which the youth f I on seeing it p ople 
enslaved and oppre d by th imperiali t powers that be. Op-
pr ion and ruthle s exploitation by foreign capitali ts and 
feudal lords make the Hfe of the!'e young people unbearable. ln 
these countries joy and happine are alien to the youth. At the 
ame time univer al and incredible ulf erin make the ma s of the 
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youth a mighty revolutionary factor in the struggle for national 
and social liberation. 
The youth want to speak, read and write in their native lan· 
guages. They do not want to die prematurely, but want to become 
a strong, healthy and happy generation. The youth want to get 
rid of foreign oppression and the feudal yoke and they want to 
obtain democratic rights and liberties. The youth curse imperial-
ist war. They are indignant over the needles,s death of 150,000 
young people in Bolivia and Paraguay who lost their lives in a 
war thrust upon them by United States and British imperialist 
oil trusts in their scramble for the Chaco oil fields. 
The colonial youth hates and curses the Japanese and Italian 
imperialists for their wars of piracy and oppl'C88ion against the 
peoples of China and Ethiopia. The youth deeply sympathizes 
with these people who are fighting for their freedom, and sup-
ports their struggle with all its youthful fervor. 
Have we the right to disregard all these problems which 80 
deeply stir the young generation in the colonial countries? h it 
possible to achieve any sub tantial successes if we maintain the 
old contents, forms, and methods of our work? No! We come to 
this conclusion when we analyz the development of the Communist 
youth movement in the colonial and semi-colonial countries in 
1he period from the Fifth to the Sixth World Congress of the 
Young Communist International. 
New Leagues and groups of the Communist youth sprang up 
in Latin America and in some of the e tern countries during 
this period. At the time of the Fifth Congress we had very weak 
Young Communist Leagues in Argentina, Brazil, Mexico and 
Uruguay, numbering approximately 1,000 members. At present 
we have ten Leagues and, in addition, groups of Communist youth 
in a number of countries, with a membership of over 14,000. 
But despite these . successes of the Communist youth movement, 
we have nowhere, with the exception of the Soviet Districts of 
China, been able to form genuine ma s youth organization . In 
many countries there are no Young Communist Leagues whatever 
and in the r t of th m ther are ctarian Leagu and groups 
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whi h are isolated from the broad ma deapite the fact that 
they have already been in existence for xnany years. 
In our work we must take into account the special character 
of the problem of the young generation in the colonial and 
semi-colonial countri where in consequence of the fact that 
capitali t development began late clas relation are different 
than in the imperialist countries. Beside national oppr ion and 
the struggl for national liberation is a further factor tending to 
unit the youth. That i why we are confronted with the problem 
of uniting the young g neration in the colonial and semi-colonial 
untries. 
Bearing in mind the pecific featur of the ituation in these 
countries, and also basing ourselv upon the neceseity of defend-
in the most elementary intere ts of the youth, upon the struggle 
for their health, for the elementary education of the young gen-
eration as a whole, for the well-being and the happiness. of youth, 
w must merge the entir young generation into a mighty national 
mo ement the aim of which hould be the training of the many 
. million of outh in the pirit of hatred towards the enemies of 
outh and the nemies of th people, in the pirit of devotion to 
th cause of liberating their country and its youth from oppr -
. ion and lavery of every kind. 
Did Not Coruider Liberali.on. truggle Su.fjict'entl7 
In ord r to fulfill these tasks it is necessary to correct our 
sectarian line and our evaluation of the various existing youth 
organization , including the various organizations of a national-
r olutionary and national-reformi t nature, llDd to tablish the 
clo t of contact and friendly relations with these organization 
king their unification and the inclusion of the unorganized 
mass of the youth into a common front with them. The establish-
ment of the unity of the young generation neces itate that we 
hould take into account the characteristic peculiarities exi ting 
jn each separate country, but our entire activity a.nd our struggle 
along thi line should have national liberation as its aim. I have 
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air ady said what the character of the Young Communist Leagu 
in capitali t countrie bould be. ow I want to peak about 
the fact that, ignoring th peculiarities of the colonial and semi· 
colonial countrie we tried to form leagues of youth by ob-
serving the ame cheme which w u d in tl1e Young Comm uni l 
Leagues in the imperiali t countries. Fir l and foremost we und r· 
rated the truggle for national liberation, for the d fen of th 
oppressed people; we did not con ider the actual level o( the 
development of the cla truggle nor the role which the petl -
bourgeois and bourgeois youth can play in the variou tages of 
the r volution. We also failed to take into account the small 
number of the proletariat and the fact that it i not highly con· 
oentrated, the predominance of the peasant population the lack 
of political traditions and political organization among the toil 
ing youth, the fact that cla consciousn was in an emhryoni 
tage, and the low level of cultural development. If we really 
want to form mass youth organizations in these countries w 
must begin by tudying the actual reaH i , and form organization 
to accord with the real situation, and not simply to copy Europe. 
ational liberation, anti-imperialist organizations should be 
the new type of youth organization in the colonial and semi-
colonial countrie . The special features of their programs, th 
pecific nature of their social compo ition and organizational 
structure hould be determined by the above-mentioned pecific 
peculiarities of the dill'm:ent countries. 
In Argentina, for instance, it i nee ary to unite the Young 
Communist League with the Young Socialist League, with th 
anarchi radical, progressive, democratic and other youth organ· 
ization . In Mexico it is necessary to have unity with the Socialist 
Youth and with the youth sections of the National Revolutionary 
Party. In countries and districts where the population is pre-
dominantly peasant or indigenou , the Young Communist League 
must above all be a peasant or indigenous organization. In the-
lndian di tricts of Peru, Mexico, Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador, etc. 
Leagues of Indian youth mu t be formed, in whose activity a 
prominent place mu t be taken by a struggle to improve the con-
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ditions of social life, to improve the cultural level, promote 
popular hygiene and to develop sport. In countries with a Negro 
population, organizations of the Negro youth must be formed. 
In view of the organizational and political backwardness of 
the youth, the raising of the cultural level, the defense of the 
elementary demands of the youth, such as demands dealing with 
social health services and prophylactic measures must take a 
more prominent place in the activities of these organizations than 
they would in highly developed capitalist countries. 
In countries like Argentina, where the level of economic 
development is comparatively higher, and where the class strug-
gle is more developed, the class element and the struggle of the 
working class must play an important role in the content and 
character of the activity of this united youth organization. In 
Latin America and in the Arab countries, we must strive to create 
united leagues of the anti-imperialist youth, and to form a con-
federation of these leagues which would coordinate the activity 
-0f the entire movem.ent of th~ young people. 
Orgrmizalion of the Chinese Y outk aru1 the Organization 
of Th~r People 
The rich Chinese culture is being suppressed wilh.' blood and 
iron in China. Millions of youth have been murdered. Their life 
is considered nothing more than a living commodity, an object 
of speculation for brokers. The last bit of energy is being squeezed 
out of the youth in the factories and mills. The endless militarist 
wars fostered by the imperiali t have co t ten of thousands of 
their lives. Homeless and downtrodden, boys and girls lead a 
miserable life of slavery. Japane e imperialism, occupying a vast 
ection of China, bring e en !?Teat r lavery to the Chinese 
youth. It robs them of their home, culture and the right to a 
:human existence. 
But the great Chinese p ople are a people "who not only 
weep over their century-old lavery, who not only dream of free· 
dom and happiness, but who can also fight against the age-old 
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oppressor of China," said Lenin. Tens of thousand of youth 
in partisan detachments in Manchuria are fighting with arm in 
hand again t Japanese imperialism. Hundreds of thousands of 
bfave and courageous fighters hold high the banner of national 
emancipation of the Chinese youth in the ranks of the Chiuese 
Red Army and the Red Partisans. We send our fervent greetings 
to the Chinese youth who are valiantly fighting for their libera-
tion and for saving their beloved homeland. 
The Communi t Party of China has courageou ly adopted a 
new course for the establishment of a broad anti-imperialist 
people's front on the basis of organized armed resistance to 
Japan, and for saving their country from destruction. The Young 
Communi t League of China must also readjust itself to work 
in the same way for unity. The Young Communist League of 
China has contributed a splendid example of heroism to the his· 
tory of the youth movement. Bot the old methods and forms of 
work are no longer effective in China. The experience gained 
must he otilfaed, our work must he done critically, the organiza. 
tion and its activity must be revised in order to overcome our 
sectarian isolation from the masses, and organize and unite the 
entire Chinese youth for the defense of the country. That must 
he the slogan of the entire Chinese youth and of all those who 
want to save their home and their people and do not want to be 
downtrodden slaves. All the work of our organizations most be 
carried on under this slogan. The organization of the Young 
Communist League must he adapted to the new policy of th 
Communist Party of China in the Soviet areas also. 
We are firmly convinced that the Chinese comrades will he 
able skillfully to choose the path which will enable them to rally 
the millions of Chinese youths and lead them in the struggle for 
emancipation in the areas under Kuomintang domination. 
We Steer A Bold Course Toward Vi.ctory! 
Comrades, we young fighters, trained in the spirit and the 
teachings of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin, propose a bold and 
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dauntl road at thi orld Congress. The great problem of the 
fate of the young toiling generation of the capitali t world tand 
in the center of our Congr . We are drawing les ons from ven 
ear of bard struggle and labor, of big battles of th proletariat, 
the toiling people and its youth. We are forging our weapons 
which will arm the younger generation and enable it to stand 
up victorious again t its enemies. We are uniting the force of 
the outh · we place all our courage, our heroism our youthful 
f rvor, our abilities and trengtb in the servic of th cau e of 
the young toiling generation. We pur the ' averers and di our· 
aged on to action and traggle. Our highest aspiration i to put 
n end to the plit in the rank of the young worker and toiler 
to bring them tog ther. 
e ' ant one ma organization of the oung worker which 
w:ill weld them together, and which will not only be abl to rall 
all ection of the youth but al o courageou ly I ad th m in the 
truggle. We shall forge an inseparable unity with our clas 
brother with the oc; 1i t youth of the world, which will for· 
ever put an end to the split in the rank of th working la 
youth. 
Let the youthful toiling " neration of all lands unite! In 
clo militant allian with the proletariat and the toiling people 
w hall fell fascism to the ground. 
We extend our hand to all non-fasci t youth organization . 
To ther with them we want to build a mighty front of the 
young r 0 eneration in the capitalist countrie embracing million 
of youth. We have inscribed on our banners: Democratic liberties 
and rights of the people and their youth, again t fasci m and 
imp riali t war, for peace. We march together with all nemie 
of reaction and friends of freedom, with all enemies of imperial· 
i t war and fri nds of peace, with all who are prepared to fight 
for a place under the sun for the younger generation. That i 
the path we wish to follow. 
Comrades, this path is not an ea y one. But our trength will 
ov rcome all difficulties, all obstacles. We are not alone in thi 
great fight. The liberated people a hundred and ixty million 
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people, of the nion of Socialist oviet Republic are with us. 
The happiest youth in the world, the Soviet youth, the youth which 
does not speak any more of freedom a an unfulfilled dream, but 
which i growing in the freedom of sociali t creation and is being 
reared as ociali t beings thi youth i with us. The Soviet youth 
can enjoy these fruits because their fathers fought great heroic 
and victorious battles against the oppressors, because the people 
of tsarist Russia, the workers, peasants, and oppressed national 
minoritie , under the leadership of the immortal Lenin and the 
great talin, united at the moment when the fate of their country 
was at stake, and formed one united front again t slavery and 
d potism; b cause they are led by the greatest man of our age, 
the b t friend and teacher not only of the Soviet Union but of 
xploited youth of all countrie , the great Stalin. 
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